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Introduction
Reconstruction of three-dimensional (3D) objects based on image density data is the object of intense research and commercial implementation [3, 11, 12, 25] . Less common and less well developed are the analysis and reconstruction of multi-material images. Polycrystalline materials as routinely encountered in metals and ceramics fall into the multi-material category where image segmentation is often aided by the availability of data on crystallographic orientation [21] . There remains, however, the challenge of developing algorithms to generate explicit representations of the internal interfaces such as the grain boundary networks. These features control many aspects of materials behavior and performance [26] . The tools to be applied in this work are drawn from the practice of computational geometry for which there is a small but growing body of examples of its application in materials science [8] .
Physical proxies or phantoms play a prominent role in quality assurance and quality control factors in non-destructive medical imaging [10] . In the simplest description, phantoms are 3D objects that have been engineered to replicate the response of humans and they are used in place of humans during the testing of medical imaging devices. They provide a ground truth or standard whereby the imaging hardware and reconstruction software can be tested for accuracy and repeatability. The American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) drafted and accepted a phantom-based protocol for specifications and quality assurance methods in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanners [19] . As new imaging techniques and apparatus are developed, suitable new physical phantoms are developed leading to the adoption of new standards [6, 9, 32] . Physical phantoms provide a stable, repeatable means to collect data on existing tomographic systems and they have the advantage that they provide real world conditions to test hardware and software advances. The disadvantages are that they are limited in complexity, they are not easily reconfigurable to test emerging imaging needs, and these are often not realistic. Even with these limitations, physical phantoms are extremely useful and play a prominent role in the science and technology of 3D medical imaging. The materials science community has only recently begun to consider the value of phantoms, and no physical phantoms are known to exist for polycrystalline materials.
Where physical phantoms are not available, digital phantoms excel. A digital phantom is a simulated representation of a 3D object. They are highly reconfigurable and can be extremely complex and realistic. Two prominent projects related to creating digital phantoms in the medical imaging community are the Brainweb: Simulated Brain Database [7] and The Visible Human Project [17, 20] . Digital phantoms are a gold standard because they can be defined to whatever numerical accuracy is available and enable objective evaluation of digital image processing techniques. They allow quantitative analysis of the reconstruction algorithms and through their adaptability the performance of an algorithm can be evaluated under a wide range of conditions (e.g. changes in resolution, noise, drift, low signal intensity, etc) [18, 25] . One of the foci of this paper is the use of digital phantoms to represent polycrystalline materials.
A space filling aggregate of grains is a close packed assembly of geometric objects that yield a non-manifold interface structure. When two regions intersect, a 3D surface is defined; when three (or more in the special case of the 'checker board' arrangement) regions intersect, a 3D space curve is defined; and when four (with the exception of the special case) or more regions intersect a point is defined. In a polycrystalline material these are commonly referred to as grain boundaries, triple lines and quadruple points, respectively. Alternatively, these topological entities are also referred to as patches (grain boundaries), edges (triple lines) and corners (quad points or nodes) [2] 3 . The complete non-manifold interface geometry (grain boundary network) can also be represented by the union of many '2-manifold surfaces with edge' 4 . In this case, each grain boundary would be a 2-manifold surface with edge, the triple line would be the joining of three (or more) 2-manifold surfaces, and the quad point would be a singular point at the intersection of four 2-manifold surfaces. At the micrometer length scale it is reasonable to assume that the surfaces and lines are continuous geometric features with continuous curvatures, i.e. steps, kinks and holes are not expected to exist as real features of grain boundaries and triple lines when no topology changes occur 5 . Observed and reconstructed microstructures are typically represented in the format of standard images, and many physics-based microstructure modeling strategies are also commonly implemented on regular grids in two dimensions and three dimensions [5, 22] . This 3 The special case of four or more grains forming a line in three dimensions is thermodynamically unstable for boundaries of uniform energy and in real microstructures it is generally not observed. 4 The phrase '2-manifold surface with edge' is used to delineate a surface that is 2-manifold but is that bounded on all sides by an edge such that it is not infinite. 5 At the mesoscale we neglect the atomic structure of solids. regular discrete arrangement of microstructure data means that the core geometric features of the grain boundary interface network, i.e. grain boundaries, triple lines and quad points, are implicitly defined through pixels or voxels. The complex topology and topological changes within a microstructure present some unique challenges to extracting an explicit geometric representation of the data.
The topological and interface mapping challenges for multi-material implicit data sets are well understood [1, 14, 15, 23] . Wang [31] provides a good review of the many approaches to iso-surface extraction for both binary and multi-material data. His review includes progress in marching cubes, dual grid contouring, active deformation approaches and their variants.
The goal of this paper is to test the accuracy of a geometry extraction algorithm on a series of 3D images generated from digital phantoms of polycrystalline materials. Two phantoms, 9 and 41 regions respectively, are prepared, sampled and then explicit representations reconstructed using a dual grid based algorithm [27] . The accuracy of various features of the reconstructions are determined by comparing the phantoms with the reconstructed geometries.
Procedure
The value of a digital phantom is its ability to accurately represent microstructure features of interest in a digital format. When grains, grain boundaries, inclusions, voids, precipitate phases, etc are considered it is clear that creating an accurate digital phantom is a challenging task. This section discusses the preparation of two digital phantoms that specifically address equiaxed single phase polycrystalline materials and the steps associated with sampling and reconstructing them.
To prepare the 9 and 41 region models as phantoms, two implicit (voxel based) simulated materials models are created using mbuilder [4, 24, 27, 28] . mbuilder is the name given to a collection of software tools and reconstruction strategies developed at Carnegie Mellon University for generation of digital polycrystalline materials. In the mbuilder software a set of ellipsoids are packed into a volume. The ellipsoids are over packed and must be subsampled such that the final active set are those that will fill space and accurately represent the desired distributions of grain size and shape. Following the selection of the representative set of ellipsoids, the 3D model is filled with voxels using a Monte Carlo based seeded growth strategy. A seed voxel is placed at the center of each ellipsoid and then in iterative steps voxels are added to these seed points. In this way the volume of each ellipsoid in the model is filled from its centroid to its shell. As the ellipsoids are overlapping there are two intersection rules that apply. First, an ellipsoid cannot exceed its bounds. Second, when two (or more) ellipsoids share the same region in the volume, they are all permitted to claim that space in a random order. The end result is a 3D voxel structure, or image, with unique regions identified for each grain. Using a packed set of ellipsoids as opposed to a Voronoi tessellation results in a grain boundary interface structure with curvature in the grain boundaries. The added curvature is hoped to add more realism to the model; however, there is no attempt to quantify this effect. When the entire 3D region is filled with voxels, then a few steps of isotropic Monte Carlo grain growth are applied to eliminate any island voxels, or other geometric pathologies. To generate the 9 and 41 region phantoms, the parameters of mbuilder are set to generate an equiaxed grain morphology. The grain size and shape distributions were not selected to represent any particular real microstructure. We accept the variations provided by mbuilder, and rely on the generated distributions of volume, surface area and mean width to be sufficient for testing our reconstruction algorithms.
As mentioned previously, the output of mbuilder is an implicit representation of a polycrystalline material. The explicit geometries of the 9 and 41 region phantoms are created using the dual grid reconstruction algorithm [27] . The dual grid algorithm first identifies the quad points of the 3D implicit microstructure and it then proceeds to use the dual grid of the image to connect and deform the triple lines that connect the quad points. Following triple line connectivity the grain boundary patches are triangulated and the result is an explicit geometric reconstruction of the implicit polycrystalline material. The final step in phantom preparation is to evolve the interface network using a curvature based moving finite element method (MFEM) [16] . MFEM is an optimization scheme that minimizes local curvature. In an iterative manner it will move the nodes of the mesh so that the curvature between portions of the mesh is eliminated. This has a unique effect on triple lines and quad points. These unique locations in the microstructure mesh represent edges and corners and therefore are the largest contributors to local curvature. By definition they are discontinuities in local curvature because they represent the intersection of multiple surfaces. If they are allowed to move without constraint, then they will quickly contract, and will actually move more quickly than those points on the surfaces (grain boundaries). The effect that this will have on a cube will be a rapid rounding of the corners and edges. Allowed to continue, the cube would become a sphere. As a result, the unconstrained evolution of the 3D microstructure will minimize local curvature but may also increase curvature in portions of the phantoms. The result is that there is increased global curvature at the grain boundaries. MFEM was applied to the phantoms and the triple lines and quad point vertices were allowed to move freely. This freedom is needed to allow the node locations in the phantoms to be defined by real numbers as opposed to the integer values that they defined by during geometry extraction. Figure 1 shows a side-by-side comparison of the 41 region model before and after smoothing with unconstrained MFEM. The image in the left panel of figure 1 is the original model and the image in the right panel is the evolved model. In the image on the right, additional curvature can be seen in both the triple lines and the interfaces. The image on the right is the 41 region phantom used in this study. Unconstrained evolution of the 9 region model produced similar results.
The purpose of the analysis of the geometry extraction procedure is to determine the influence of resolution on the accuracy of the reconstruction methods. To quantify the accuracy of the reconstruction, three region-based and two topology-based quantities are evaluated. The three region-based quantities are volume, surface area and mean width. The two topologybased quantities are triple line length and quad point location. Resolution is defined as the number of voxels along an edge of a model cube, i.e. a resolution of 20 indicates that the sampled model has the dimension of 20 × 20 × 20 voxels. Both the 9 region and 41 region phantom geometries are cubes and they each were sampled with increasing resolution. For the 9 region model the resolution span is 11-100, or 11 × 11 × 11-100 × 100 × 100, and for the 41 region model the resolution span is 12-95.
At each resolution, an implicit representation of the phantom model is generated (i.e. a voxelized image), and for each implicit model a geometry extraction was attempted. No data cleaning procedures were used on the implicit data generated from the phantoms. A majority of the implicit data sets obtained from sampling were successfully reconstructed, but there were some failures. The reason for the failures were not analyzed in detail but they are thought to be related to quad point voxels with a small number of similar grain IDs, or in other words a dangling voxel. The sampling of the 41 region model terminates at resolution 95 rather than 100 because of the failure of the final five reconstruction attempts. Additionally, a successful reconstruction does not always indicate a pathology-free model. There are triple line loop geometries that, when presented to the reconstruction algorithms, cause the stitching of the grain boundary surfaces to introduce pathologies. These failures in robust triple line loops are thought to be related to the dangling voxel. Other potential pathologies include flipped triangle normals, zero area faces and duplicate nodes. The results presented in the next section include all successful geometry extractions, including those with pathologies. Figure 2 shows the results of sampling the 9 region model at resolution 12 and at resolution 50. It also shows the respective reconstructions. By inspection, it is easy to see that the surfaces and triple lines at resolution 12 have much less curvature than those at 50. A comparison also shows that the locations of the quad points vary from one resolution to the next.
For each region in each successful geometric reconstruction, the volume, surface area and mean width are computed and written to a summary file for the reconstructed geometry. The length of each triple line, the location of each quad point, and their appropriate topological information are also written to the same file. For example, when printing a triple line length, the regions that define the triple line are also printed, and when printing a quad point location, the regions that define the quad point are also printed. The result is that each reconstructed geometry is accompanied with a file delineating the relevant statistical entities. The fitness of each reconstructed geometry can then be determined by directly comparing the entities of the reconstructed geometries with the same topological entities of the phantom geometry.
Results and discussion
Analysis of the accuracy of the reconstructed geometries proceeds by first looking at the total error in region quantities (volume, surface area, mean width) as a function of increasing resolution. In computing the total error at a specific resolution, these errors are summed over all regions. The total error analysis is then followed by examining the distribution of the percentage of error in each region at each resolution. Minimum, maximum and average quantities are examined as well as histograms. These are followed by analysis of error in the quad point locations and the triple line lengths. The error analysis ends by examining the error as a function of the size of the region or length of the triple line.
In computing the error analysis of the regions, the quantities of volume, V , surface area, A, and mean width, L, are defined such that
In equation (1) N tet is the number of tetrahedra formed by joining the three nodes of a surface triangle to the centroid of the region, V tet is the volume of a tetrahedron, N tri is the number of triangles on the surface of a region, A tri is the area of a triangle, N edge is the number of edges in the surface mesh of a region, edge is the length of an edge and β edge is the turning angle of an edge [30] . Errors for the region quantities are normalized according to the bulk geometry of the phantom model. For example, if the phantom model is a, b, c units on a side, then the normalizing quantities would be where V is the total volume, A is the total surface area and L is the total mean width. The reconstruction process ensures that the final dimensions of the phantom and the reconstructed geometries are the same. Therefore, the values of V , A and L for all reconstructed models are the same as their respective phantoms.
Total error analysis
The total error, · error total , of the region quantities, where · is any of V , A, or L, in a reconstructed model can then be expressed as
The additive property of volume and area is intuitive; the fact that mean width is additive (with allowance for intersections) was established by Hadwiger [13] . In equation (3)Ṽ i is the volume of the ith region of the phantom model, V i is the volume of the ith region of the reconstructed model, N is the total number of regions and V is the volume of the entire model and is used as a normalization of the total error. The total error is a sum of the error in all reconstructed regions and is a measure of the average accuracy of the reconstruction methods. Figure 3 shows the analysis of the total error as defined in equation (3) for each of V , A and L as a function of resolution. The 9 region results are in figure 3(a) and the 41 region results are in figure 3(b) . The total error for both phantoms for all measures decreases as resolution increases. The total error of the 9 region model is lower than that of the 41 region model, but the respective orders of magnitude of the errors are similar. In both data sets there appear to be some data points that are far away from the average results. This extreme variation is attributed to pathologies that occurred during reconstruction. Identification of the specific pathologies of the data sets that exhibit this variation has not been attempted and so the data are included in the results for completeness. 
Region per cent error versus resolution
Instead of looking at total error of the entire reconstructed model, we can compute the per cent error of V , A and L for each reconstructed region. The per cent error of the ith region, · % i , can be written as
In equation (4) · can be replaced with V , A or L. A negative result in equation (4) indicates that the reconstructed model underestimated the true value and conversely a positive result indicates that the reconstructed model overestimated the true value. Consideration of the distributions of per cent error per region helps to further understand the accuracy of the reconstruction models. From equation (4) the average per cent error per region can be determined at each resolution as well as the minimum and maximum values. Figure 4 shows the average region per cent error for the 9 region (on the left) and the 41 region (on the right) models. The volume and surface area errors for both models start rather noisy, and then quickly cluster tightly around zero. In the 9 region model this trend continues out to higher resolution, but in the 41 region model the errors exhibit larger scatter. The mean width values for both the 9 and 41 region reconstructions seem to underestimate that of the true value across all resolutions. In the 9 region model is it clear that this error moves toward zero with increasing resolution, but in the 41 region model this trend is less prominent.
The per cent error associated with each reconstructed region is evaluated according to equation (4) , and the minimum and maximum errors of all the regions can also be resolved at each resolution. Figure 5 is an array of images that shows the minimum and maximum error values along with the averages. The results in column (A) of figure 5 apply to the 9 region model and the results in column (B) of figure 5 apply to the 41 region model. The y-axis of all the plots is limited to ±25% to enable comparison between data sets, and to emphasize the trends of the average errors. Setting the y-axis range in this way limits the field of view for the larger error bars, particularly for the 41 region volume per cent error plot. The subplot in the first row figure 5(b) shows a view of the entire data range of the 41 region volume per cent error. The y-axis range in the subplot is set to ±60% and the x-axis range is the same as the main plots.
In each geometric measure (V , A and L) the error bounds of the per cent error per region for the 9 region model are narrower than those of the 41 region model. The error bounds for the 41 region volume are the largest, and the error bounds for the 9 region surface area are the smallest. With the exception of the mean width measures, the average error in all the plots is very near zero. Again with the exception of the mean width measures, the error bounds in all of the plots decrease with increasing resolution.
Looking specifically at the volumetric errors in top row of figure 5, we can see that the error in both models is centered around zero and the bounds on the minimum and maximum error are narrowing as a function of resolution. This trend applies to both the 9 and the 41 region phantoms.
Looking at the surface area errors in the second row, we see again that the average error is very near zero and that the bounds are narrowing with increasing resolution. The surface area per cent error is the most accurate and has the least variation of the three measures, and this also appears to hold for both phantoms.
Finally, looking at mean width errors in the bottom row, we see a deviation in the trends observed for the volume and surface area errors. Specifically the average per cent errors in both models are systematically below zero. In the 9 region model the error moves toward zero with increasing resolution, but this trend does not appear as strongly in the 41 region data. The second deviation that is observed is that the bounds on the mean width error are not nearly as sensitive to increasing resolution as the other metrics. The bounds on per cent error of mean width do not decrease with increasing resolution.
The persistence of the mean width error across all resolutions indicates that the geometry extraction techniques presented in [27] are not capable of modeling mean width accurately. Recall that mean width is a measure of curvature (see equation (1)); therefore the mean width errors in the bottom row of figure 5 suggest that there is a limitation of the reconstruction methods for capturing curvature accurately.
There are likely two factors in the reconstruction strategy that contribute to this deficiency. First, minimizing curvature is fundamental to the definition of using the dual grid polygon to model 3D triple lines. In [27] the authors describe a procedure to define a triple line using the dual grid polygon such that the algorithm will draw the longest line segment possible given the constraints imposed by the dual grid polygon. In other words, the procedure seeks to draw the triple line network such that it has the least amount of curvature. Second, minimizing curvature is fundamental to MFEMs employed as part of the grain boundary surface reconstruction procedure in [27] such that the optimization algorithm will seek a solution with minimum local curvature. However, in contrast to the application of MFEM to the phantoms as described in section 2, the application of MFEM to the reconstructed geometries has fewer iterations, and the locations of the triple lines and quad points are constrained to not move. As a result, the grain boundary surfaces are now pulled tight between the fixed triple lines. The justification for not allowing the triple lines and quad points to move, is that the dual grid provides a clear bounding envelope to their location, and allowing them to move would almost certainly cause them to violate this bounding envelop. Both of these processes attempt to minimize curvature and therefore they lead to a systematic underestimation of the mean width.
To a limited extent, increasing the resolution will increase the accuracy of the reconstruction through increasing the accuracy of the curvature of the triple lines. This effect is qualitatively observed in the upper row of figure 2 where the curvature of triple lines in the model at resolution 50 (shown on the right) are better preserved when compared with the curvature of the triple lines in the model at resolution 12 (shown on the left). However, there are many more line segments and nodes on the grain boundary surfaces than on the triple lines, and therefore the results of MFEM will have the greater impact on minimizing the grain boundary interface curvature. Without including additional information in the MFEM process the unconstrained motion of all the grain boundary surface nodes will continue to minimize curvature without respect to geometry. ) shows the distribution of the data in column (a). The data in these plots are combined for all resolutions for both the 9 and the 41 region models.
Region per cent error versus voxel count
Another way to look at the influence of resolution is to compare the per cent error per region as a function of the number of voxels in a region. The plots in column (a) of figure 6 show the per cent error as a function of the number of voxels in a particular region. At each resolution, a region in a phantom model is represented by a specific number of voxels, and the plots in figure 6(a) show the per cent error as a function of this number. The plots in column (b) of figure 6 show the distribution of the values from column (a). The plots in figure 6 were generated by combining the data for all resolutions of both the 9 and the 41 region models. This combined data set represents approximately 4000 regions. The smallest number of voxels to represent a region is 3 and the largest is 193903. The lower voxel counts are dominated by the data from the 41 region model and the higher voxel counts are dominated by data from the 9 region model. In both models the regions are relatively equiaxed and therefore the average number of voxels per region in the 9 region model is approximately 4.5 times that of the 41 region model.
The value of plotting the combined data in this format is that it demonstrates the specific relationship between the error of a region and the number of voxels to describe the region. The number of voxels is a dimensionless quantity and consequently the results in figure 6 are an indication of how well the reconstruction methods will reconstruct a specific object regardless of its true dimension.
In figure 6 (a) the same trends are evident in the combined data as in the separated data in figure 5 . The volume and surface area errors for specific regions decrease as the number of voxels to represent a region increases. Additionally, the mean width error is consistently lower than zero.
In figure 6 (b) the distribution of errors is shown, and we can see that the volume error and the surface area error are indeed centered round zero, while the mean width error distribution is shifted below zero. The average per cent error for volume, surface area and mean width are −0.63%, −0.15% and −2.25%, respectively. The standard deviations are 6.67%, 3.76% and 8.04%, respectively. This supports the previous observation that surface area is the most accurate followed by volume and then mean width.
Quad point location error analysis
Error analysis of topological entities is also possible, and the triple lines and quad points are analyzed as well. For the quad points, the goal is to determine how well the location of the quad points in the reconstructed model match those of the phantom. The procedure for computing the quad point error begins with comparing the topological information of the quad points in the phantom with the topological information of the quad points in the reconstructed model. Each quad point in the phantom model is defined by the regions that intersect to form it. To determine the error of an individual quad point, a search for the matching topological entity is conducted based on the regions that define the point. For example, if regions 4, 2, 9 and 7 define a quad point in the phantom, then the error analysis will only proceed with a quad point in the reconstructed model that is defined by the same region set. When the regions of a phantom quad point are found to match the regions of a reconstructed quad point, then error is computed in the following way
where the subscript p is for phantom, subscript r is for reconstructed and L is the mean width of the entire model as defined in equation (2). The results of this error analysis is seen in figure 7 where it shows the error of the location of the quad points as a function of resolution. The data in figure 7 are combined for the 9 region and the 41 region phantoms at all resolutions. The black dots and black line represent the 9 region data, and the brown dots and brown line represent the 41 region data. The dots represent The solid dots and line represent the 9 region data and the average of the 9 region data, and the brown dots and line represent the 41 region data and the average of the 41 region data, respectively. The average error as a function of resolution for both the models is nearly identical.
the error for an individual quad point and the lines represent the average at each resolution step. The results for both phantoms are essentially identical, with the exception that there are many more quad points in the 41 region data. The error for both approaches zero, but does not reach it. This can be expected given that the reconstruction process will always truncate the coordinates of the quad points to integer values, whereas the location of the phantom quad points generally are not integer multiples of the voxel size. The peaks in the results in figure 7 are appear to be from pathologies in the reconstruction process.
Triple line length error analysis
For the triple lines the goal is to measure the error in the length of a reconstructed triple line when compared with the topological equivalent in the phantom. The process of computing the triple line error is very similar to computing the quad point error, where the regions that define each triple line are used to match triple lines in the phantom and the reconstructed models. The lengths of the matched lines are then compared and the per cent error of the reconstructed triple line is recorded. The error analysis does not account for individual line segments but rather the sum of all lines of the same topology. For example, if there are two unique triple lines that are defined by the same three regions, but they are not connected, then these are combined into one length. Figure 8 shows the results of the error analysis for the triple line length. In figure 8 (a) the results for the 9 region triple lines are shown, and in figure 8(b) the results for the 41 region triple lines are shown. These plots are box plots and there are five values of interest at each resolution. The middle line is the median of the data, the lower bound of the box is the 25th percentile line, the upper bound of the box is the 75th percentile line, the lower whisker is the 9th percentile line and the upper whisker is the 91st percentile line. These plots illustrate that the distribution of error is contracting towards zero as a function of resolution. The mean error for triple line length approaches zero for both phantoms.
The shape of the error curves for the quad point error in figure 7 and the triple line error in figure 8 are similar. One explanation for the correlation of the triple line error to the quad point error is that the triple line length depends on the accuracy of the location of the quad points at which the line terminates. Therefore, the error, and the reduction in error of the triple line length, is coupled with the error, and reduction of error, in the quad points location.
Size of entity error analysis
To explore the effect of entity size on error we plot the size versus error. For each region or triple line a true length is defined in the phantoms, and this can be normalized by the appropriate values. The volume of each region is normalized by V , the surface area of each region by A, and the mean width by L. The true triple line length is normalized by the L of the respective phantom. Figure 9 displays the median of per cent error for regions and triple lines as a function of the normalized size of the regions and triple lines, and figure 10 shows the range of the error for the same. The 9 region and 41 region data are again combined in each of the plots, but this time they are plotted with different symbols and colors. The per cent error range for each of the plots is the range between the 9th and 91st percentile error values for each entity. This range was selected as it eliminated outliers that are likely associated with pathological errors in the reconstructed geometries. In figure 9 (a) the volume error is shown. The volume of each region in the 9 and 41 region data is normalized by the total volume of the respective phantoms. The volume fractions of the 9 region data are generally larger than those of the 41 region model. The data are sparse, but it appears that, for both phantoms, larger grains have lower error when reconstructed, and that the error is centered around zero. Figure 10 (a) also shows that the range of the volume error decreases with larger grains. These results are consistent with the trends observed in figure 6 , which indicate that the more voxels that represent a region the lower the spread of the volume error. Figure 9 (b) shows the median of the surface area per cent error as a function normalized surface area for both the 9 and 41 region models. The surface areas for each region are normalized by their respective phantoms. The normalized surface areas for the 9 region data are again somewhat larger than the 41 region data, and the trend is that the spread of the error decreases with increasing normalized surface area. This error is also centered around zero. In figure 10 (b) the range of the surface area error is shown that also decreases with increasing surface area. Again, this is consistent with the data in figure 6 . The median of the mean width per cent error for both the 9 and the 41 region phantoms are shown in figure 9(c). In this case there does not seem to be a correlation between the mean width error and the normalized mean width. That the mean width of the reconstructed geometry generally underestimates the true value is evident in this analysis as well and is consistent with the data in figure 6 . In figure 10 (c) the range of the mean width error is shown, which has no obvious correlation with the normalized mean width of the regions.
The triple line length median per cent error is shown in figure 9 (d) for both the 9 and 41 region model data. Each triple line in the phantoms is normalized by the mean width of the respective phantom. The combined number of triple lines in both phantoms is 372, which is slightly over seven times the number of regions in the combined models. This larger population helps in the analysis of the relationships in figures 9(d) and 10(d). The median of the triple line length error shows a very strong inverse correlation with normalized triple line length. Additionally, figure 9(d) shows that very small triple lines have the highest median error, and the reconstructions always overestimate the length of the small triple lines. Figure 10 that the range of error for the triple lines also has a strong inverse correlation with the triple line length.
Conclusions
This study focuses on quantifying the ability of a specific algorithm [27] to reconstruct microstructures using digital phantoms. The 9 and 41 region phantoms are sampled at increasing resolution, reconstructed, and the errors associated with each reconstruction is determined. The errors are computed both for region and topological entities. The errors are normalized and the normalization is sufficient for comparing the errors from one phantom to the other. In the total error analysis, where the error for all regions is summed, the trends in error for V , A and L decrease monotonically for both phantoms. This supports the expectation that higher resolutions provide more accurate reconstructions.
The error analysis per grain results also show a decrease in the spread of the distribution of the error as resolution increases. For the V and A errors the average error was essentially zero, but for the mean width error it was biased lower than zero. The reconstructed microstructures consistently underestimated L. This is attributed to the used of curvature minimization to smooth surfaces as a final step in the geometric modeling procedure.
The quad point and triple line errors exhibit similar trends as the region errors. The error for each and the distribution in error for each reduces as resolution increases.
The size of entity error analysis is very similar to the voxel per region error analysis and the results provide a similar guide to setting up microstructure observations. In general, the larger the entity is the less error that it has at all resolutions. And the larger an entity is, the less spread in error it has at all resolutions.
An outstanding question remains of the influence of the number of nearest neighbors on the errors in the reconstruction process. One additional explanation of the consistently lower error in the reconstruction of the 9 grain phantom may be related to the fact that on average these grains share fewer neighbors than those in the 41 grain model. That errors will occur at the interface between grains is known, and therefore a grain with fewer neighbors will therefore have less probability for error. In future work the data analysis of the reconstruction algorithms will include the ability to plot the error verses the number of nearest neighbors.
Characterizing the geometric reconstruction strategy is key to the using these methods for the analysis of 3D microstructures. The results show that there are some weaknesses in the implemented reconstruction strategy. They show that minimizing curvature has an adverse effect on the accuracy of L in the reconstructions. It is critical that the researcher is aware of this deficiency before analyzing 3D data with these tools. On the positive side, the results provide a direct guide to setting up microstructure observations, and they provide clear relationships between error distributions and resolutions. They allow the researcher to make informed decisions to balance the resolution of the data collected and the available resources.
The value of 3D microstructure data is increasing, as is the ability to collect such data. Accurate geometric reconstruction algorithms will play a key element in the scientific exploration process by enabling new visualizations and interpretations of real materials in 3D. Observations based on these data will only be as good as the 3D reconstruction algorithm allows, and therefore the performance of each algorithm should be quantified. Digital phantoms will play a critical role in the design and validation of 3D geometric reconstruction algorithms. These phantoms provide a gold standard, and a means for quantitative evaluation of algorithm performance. The phantoms used in this study can be obtained from the TMS Materials Atlas.
